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 (+373 231) 03.01.90, fax: (+373 231) 3-41-83 E-mail: cereale@mdl.net Valentin Stepanov Born
on May 10th, 1952, in Parcani village, Slobozia district Agronomist; had graduated from
Kishinau Agricultural Institute (1974). From 1995 - director of «Produse Cere-aliere» JSC. The
bread grains factory «Produse Ce-realiere» (Bălti city) is widely known due to successful activity
in milling business and in production of grain alcohol and vodka. In 1995, the intergratei plant
(created in 1944) was transformed into a joint-stock company «Produse cerealiere».
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Presently, the enterprise is able to process daily 250 tons of wheat and 130 tons of corn.
Eleva-tor capacities allow storing of 34 thousand tons of grains. Flour and cereals are of stable
high quality. val of production, the jproduction of grain alcohol was arranged at the enterprise for
the first time in the. republic. Presently, the enterprise produces daily 1.000 decaliters of grain
rectified spirit of «Lux» grade and «Extra» alcohol of the highest degree of refining suitable not
only for alcohol drinks, but also for pharmaceutical production. In 2001, in order to increase
profitability of the alcohol production, there were arranged the production of vodka under the
«Spicul de aur» brand. Volume of pro- duction amounts to 3 thousand bottles per hour. «Spicul
de aur», «Roua Moldovei», «Populara», «Hai noroc!», «Moara veche», «Nucul de aur»,
«Pepersky» and other special vodkas, as well as unique balsam «Nucul de aur» drawn, first of
all, on grecii walnuts and 16 medicinal herbs were highly appreciated by consumers. For the
time no] more than two-year period, these products were world-wide recognized and rewarded
with 25 medals of different international tasting competitions. Currently, integrated plant
occupies second place in the republic by volumes of alcohol sales. The integrated plant extends
its activity for the account of investments into wine-making branch of the republic. Presently, on
the basis of wine-making plant in Ghetlova Village, there was practically recovered the
production of wine mate-rial. Integrated plant on its line carries out bottling of strong wines
«Izabella», «Lidia» and «Zemfira» into 2.0 and 0.375 1 PET bottles for realization on the
Russian market. For the last four years, production volumes of the integrated plant had grown
almost twice. In 2003, there were produced goods for 63.6 mln. lei. Joint-Stock Company
«Enteh» is a general distributor, majority shareholder and strategic investor. In 2000, with the
purpose of further development of multilateral profile of the enterprise, provision of stability of its
activity and increase of production efficiency, there was laid foundation of the cattle- breeding
complex, where formula feed and wastes from grain and alcohol production are intended to use.
Today, population of pigs exceeds already 3 thousands. The staff of the integrated plant, more
than 500 high-qualified specialists, proceeds with developing the economic potential of the
enterprise, increasing its authority both on the domestic and foreign markets.
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